International standard reagents for HPV detection
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Abstract. Human papillomavirus is the commonest genital viral infection in healthy sexually active subjects, and the presence of chronic or persistent HPV types in genital cells may constitute a prognostic marker of underlying, or predict future HPV-associated diseases. A variety of novel tests for detecting the presence of oncogenic HPV types in biological specimens have been reported. These are based on the various stages of infection and viral life cycle. HPV infects squamous epithelium with expression of various gene products intimately linked to epithelial cell differentiation. Hence, there are basically three classes of detectable markers directly derived from HPVs: molecular markers based on detection of nucleic acid sequences, serological markers based on detection of antibodies against viral proteins, and cellular markers based on detection of proteins expressed intracellularly, upon either infection or carcinogenesis. The nature of various assays and the development of international standard reagents for qualitative and quantitative assessment of assay performance are outlined. There is an increasing demand to develop standard tools to assess the quality of HPV detection systems, for regulatory and clinical management purposes. International standard reagents for HPV will help defining the analytical sensitivity and specificity of various detection methods, and will allow assuring that laboratory services used to evaluate disease burden, HPV vaccines, and cancer prevention strategies are accurate and comparable worldwide. The advancement of prophylactic vaccine candidates against HPV infections and related diseases stresses the increasing importance of HPV assays in monitoring the impact of HPV vaccination on disease burden.
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1. Introduction

Papillomaviruses are a large family of non-enveloped DNA viruses that within the animal kingdom cause a variety of epithelial lesions, ranging from benign warts to invasive cancers. Of the known human papillomaviruses (HPV) associated cancers [19], cancer of the uterine cervix accounts for 90%, whilst other anothenital cancers (vulvae, vagina, penis, anus) for 5%, with cancers of head and neck corresponding to about 1% [44].

Over the past decades, prevention programmes for cancer of the cervix have been essentially based on the detection and treatment of precursor lesions (high-grade cervical dysplasia) or early cancer by screening women at risk using the cytological method described by Papanicolau, otherwise known as the “Pap smear” [43]. Despite great progress in cancer control through such cervical cytology screening programmes, high coverage and quality control and assurance are crucial in achieving significant reduction in disease burden [13]. However in low resource countries appropriate resources and continuous quality assurance programmes are not always available. In addition, it is recognized that the traditional Pap smear tests can give...
both false positive as well as false negative results in the screening for precursor lesions and/or cancer. Hence, the scientific community has been actively in search of effective technologies to complement and improve cytology based cervical screening programs.

The causal relationship between HPV infections and cancer of the uterine cervix was first suggested in the 1970’s [16], and comprehensively confirmed later, in finding that virtually all cases studied worldwide have at least one of 15 high risk oncogenic types of HPV [63]. Hence, the presence of oncogenic HPV types in cervical epithelium, is recognized as a necessary cause for triggering cancer of the cervix in women. That is, women will not develop cancer of the cervix without a pre-existing infection with the oncogenic HPVs. The corollary however it is not true, as cancer is a rare outcome of this very common viral infection. Indeed the majority of HPV infections are transient, being cleared by immune surveillance usually within one or two years [18]. HPV was also being identified as the aetiological agent of other cancers, namely 70% of anal cancers, 50% of vaginal cancers, and about 25% of head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) contain HPV DNA, mostly type 16 [54].

The natural history of HPV infection is such that the lifetime risk for development of cervical cancer without involvement of any screening programme is in the order of 3% and with annual Pap smears, less than 1%. The success of screening programmes relates in part from the fact that cervical cancer takes several decades to develop from chronic oncogenic HPV infection [1]. Although HPV is the commonest genital viral infection in healthy sexually active subjects, the presence of persistent oncogenic HPV types in tissue samples may constitute a prognostic marker of underlying or predictor disease in the future. The corollary however is not true; the presence of HPV DNA alone does not necessarily imply underlying disease.

1.1. Background on the cell biology of HPV

HPV infects squamous epithelium with expression of various gene products intimately linked to epithelial cell differentiation. HPV infection does not cause a systemic infection; it does not kill the keratinocyte and it induces no or a poor, slow, local inflammatory response. Humoral immunity does not appear to be as important as cell-mediated immunity in clearing HPV infection, but rather is important in protecting an individual from becoming infected. Of note, in natural infection, only around 50% of those becoming HPV DNA positive show a systemic neutralizing antibody response. The remainder of individuals clear infection without developing a measurable antibody response [2].

Following infection of basal epithelial cells, the viral genome is maintained as a low-copy number episome in cells of the basal and parabasal layers and is amplified as the infected cell differentiates and migrates towards the epithelial surface. It is only in the most superficial layers of the epithelium, that late genes coding for viral capsid proteins (L1 and L2) are expressed and the amplified genomes then packaged into infectious virions, with release at the epithelial surface during cellular desquamation [32]. It is because of this complex interaction, that HPV cannot be propagated in vitro in cell lines, as many other viruses that are cultured for diagnostic purposes. However viral nucleic acid can be detected as episomal genomes by various molecular hybridization assays. It appears from some studies that a productively infected cell expresses early viral proteins E4, E6, E7 during its migration from the basal layer to the epithelial surface [35]. Expression of the major capsid protein L1 appears to follow expression of E4, and is detectable in cells approaching the epithelial surface. During the progression from productive infection to cellular transformation leading to cervical cancer, the viral DNA becomes integrated into the host cell genome (often with large deletions in the L1 gene), and loses the ability to produce infectious virions. Productive HPV infection is manifest as changes cytologically/histologically identified as epithelial lesions. If cell mediated immunity fails to induce lesion regression and viral clearance, then persistent infection may result. In low-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplastic (CIN1) lesions all early proteins are expressed, the lesions are genetically stable and regress in around 60% of cases within time, with an appropriate host immune response (median duration of CIN1/LSIL is 6 months), or do remain unchanged for years [42]. In many high-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplastic lesions (CIN 2 and 3) and in cancers however, viral gene expression is dysregulated, with constitutive expression of the early oncogenes E6 and E7 essential for progression to, and maintenance of malignancy. The histological changes from normal epithelium to cervical intraepithelial neoplasias [CIN] grade 1 to 3, following HPV infection, is schematically shown in the cartoon (Fig. 1).

With this knowledge, novel diagnostic tools for detecting the presence of oncogenic HPV DNA or the effects in cervical samples, have been intensively studied. There are basically three classes of detectable markers directly deriving from HPV viruses: Molecular mark-
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of histological changes following HPV infection and carcinogenesis. Oncogenic HPV types initiate a productive infection in the basal cells, with detectable expression of viral DNA, E4/E7, proteins, and L1 expression and virion production and release in the superficial cell layers. E4/L1 expressing cells form low grade lesions. Over time, integrated viral genes express oncoproteins (E6/7) leading to uncontrolled cell growth, to form high grade lesions and invasion.

ers based on detection of viral nucleic acid sequences, serological markers based on immunological responses such as antibodies, and host cellular markers based on proteins expressed upon infection and during oncogenesis. The nature of various assays to detect these three distinct markers of HPV infections and related diseases, their standardization, and potential applications are outlined below.

Because carcinogenesis is triggered by this infectious agent, it has been possible to develop prophylactic vaccine candidates to prevent infection, its related diseases, especially life-threatening cancers [12]. The prophylactic HPV vaccines may have implications not only in the prevention of cancer of the cervix, but also of a substantial fraction of other ano-genital cancers, and potentially head and neck squamous cell carcinomas [45]. The applications of HPV detection methods with respect to vaccines evaluation is discussed below.

Regression of lesions is accompanied by a CD4 T cell dependent delayed type hypersensitivity response. Cell mediated assays are currently used for assessment of HPV induced immune responses upon infections, disease, and vaccination. The methods include mostly proliferation assays, cytokine release assays (ELISPOT or cell culture supernatant), and in vivo delayed type hypersensitivity (DTH) assays. Given the many clinical trials assessing therapeutic effects of vaccination with HPV antigens, it would be desirable to have standard reagents for use in assays determining cell-mediated responses. It was suggested to develop and evaluate standard positive control reagents (substrates) for cell-mediated immunity assays [70]. However, we will focus here only on markers specific and directly derived from HPV-expressed molecules. T-cell based assays may not be appropriate for characterization of prophylactic vaccine responses.

1.2. HPV detection methods and standard reagents

Clinical diagnostic is characterized by the application of methods to a clinical activity, allowing clinicians to extract valuable information from biological samples submitted for various assays and to make a definitive diagnosis. For this purpose available tests need to be validated, i.e. determine their capacity to correctly classify an individual within his/her health/disease status.

International standard reagents may assist in the qualitative and quantitative assessment of diagnostic tests, to evaluate the performance and the clinical benefit of various detection methods. Since 1950 the World Health Organization (WHO), as part of its constitutional mandate, develops international standards for a wide range of biological substances used for medical purposes. Over the past years, WHO has worked with the scientific community, national regulatory authorities, other standards-setting bodies, and users, through a series of consultations to review the scientific basis of biological products, and develop reference materials or reagents. The published catalogue of WHO biological reference materials includes to date over 300 materials (a list can be found at www.who.int/biologicals). Re-
cently, efforts were directed towards developing specific standard reagents to detect HPV viral genes, their expressed proteins, or their elicited antibody responses [60]. An international standard reagent is a preparation to which an international unit of activity has been assigned, that is traceable to a defined part of the content of an ampoule. International standards must fulfill several criteria, including demonstrating consistent performance, demonstrating long-term stability under selected storage conditions, and being able to perform in a variety of detection assays. Such standards are intended to make estimations of concentration of molecules or potency, of an appropriate test sample, by direct comparison in suitable biological test systems.

2. HPV DNA detection methods, standards and applications

HPV DNA can be detected in biological material containing infected epithelial cells, mostly derived from scrapes from the ectocervix or other genital tract epithelial sites. In laboratory based measurements of HPV DNA we need to distinguish analytical sensitivity and specificity from clinical sensitivity and specificity. The term analytical sensitivity refers to the number of HPV-viral genomes that are identified in a sample by a given test or assay, expressed as a given virus amount of analyte or molecules, whereas analytical specificity refers to the genotypes of HPV that are correctly identified by a test result. In contrast, the clinical sensitivity refers to the proportion of women with disease, identified by a positive test result, whereas clinical specificity indicates the proportion of positive results that correlate to underlying disease [59]. Here we will discuss mostly the analytical sensitivity and specificity of methods, rather than their clinical aspects.

2.1. Methods of HPV DNA detection: Hybrid capture and amplification

Currently two types of amplification assays are used in determining HPV DNA. One is a target amplification, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and the other signal amplification following DNA and RNA hybridization and detection by Hybrid Capture 2 (HC2), (Digene Corporation, Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) [31].

The HC 2 test is the only FDA approved test so far and is used to show the presence or absence of HPV DNA in exfoliated cells from a woman’s cervix, usually obtained by gently scraping the surface of the cervix. This assay is based on the principle that HPV DNA isolated from biological specimens, hybridizes in solution with long synthetic RNA probes complementary to the genomic sequences of specific HPV types. The test is currently provided as two available RNA-probe mixtures containing either five low risk (LR) types (6, 11, 42, 43, 44) or 13 high risk (HR) types (16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59 and 68). To reduce time and cost, most laboratories only use the HR probe mixture, being the relevant probe mix for clinical management. The HC2 provides a semi-quantitative measure of viral load, as measured by the intensity of emitted light, which is proportional to the amount of target DNA present in the specimen. The relative analytical sensitivity of the assay is equivalent to 1 pg of HPV DNA (5000 copies of HPV genome), although the HR probe cocktail may cross-react with HPVs not in the probe mixture (i.e. types 53, 66, 67, 73). Anything below that level indicates either the absence of HPV or HPV-amounts are below the detection level. A new rapid test under development by Digene detects HPV DNA, and processes 10–20 samples in one batch within two hours. The sensitivity of this test is comparable to the currently available HC 2. A chemiluminescent substrate is used and signal output can be read by a Luminometer readout at a central laboratory, and may be relevant for use in field conditions, health enters or clinical practice.

PCR is a selective amplification assay, increasing exponentially and reproducibly the target HPV sequences present in biological specimens, and theoretically capable of producing one billion copies from a single double stranded DNA molecule, following 30 cycles of amplification. The sensitivity and specificity of PCR-based methods can vary, depending on the primer sets chosen, the size of the PCR product, reaction conditions and performance of the polymerase enzymes used in the reaction, the spectrum of HPV DNA amplified and ability to detect multiple types [20]. Most primer sets used for HPV-PCR are designed to target the L1 gene, but primers targeting the oncogenes E6 and E7 have also been used in clinical studies [28]. The choice of the viral genomic sequences used for PCR has implications for analytical sensitivity, and hence HPV screening strategies in the clinical diagnosis and management of cervical cancer. Generally, the analytical sensitivity of PCR based methods is higher than hybridization assays only. Most accurate PCR methods can detect the equivalent of 1–10 copies of viral genome per reaction, although the results achieved using the same methods
can vary depending on factors intrinsic to laboratory individual performance, which may be linked to handling of samples and reagents [47]. Following PCR, distinction of HPV types can be achieved by sequencing or hybridization with type-specific oligonucleotide probes using various detection methods, including dot blot, microtitre plate, reverse line blot strip and microchip formats.

Recently, Roche Diagnostics (Indianapolis, IN, USA) have developed an HPV ELISA based AMPLICOR HPV kit with CE marking (“Conformité Européenne”) for in-vitro diagnostics and is the first commercially available PCR-based test for the detection of HPV. This new test, identifies the same 13 high-risk genotypes of HPV as the HC2 test, and will allow diagnostic laboratories to detect HPV DNA by PCR, although not to discriminate genotypes [36]. The “Linear array®” assay, also developed by Roche, allows detection of 37 different HPV genotypes. It detects amplified type specific HPV DNA with oligonucleotides immobilized onto a nylon membrane, an easy to perform detection method. The advantages of this method are speed, with a turn around time of 1 day, plus ease in interpreting individual and/or multiple genotypes, yet without requiring expensive, specialized instrumentation [27].

The development of a quantitative and sensitive high-throughput procedure for the identification of multiple high and low-risk genital HPV genotypes in a single reaction has been recently reported as multiplex papillomavirus genotyping (MPG) [53]. MPG is based on the amplification of HPV DNA by a general primer PCR (GP5+/6+) and the subsequent detection of the products with type-specific oligonucleotide probes coupled to fluorescence-labeled polystyrene beads (luminex suspension array technology). Theoretically, MPG can detect up to 100 different HPV types simultaneously, and appears to be suitable for large scale epidemiological studies and vaccination trials, as well as for routine diagnostic purposes, though it remains to be validated.

A novel HPV oligonucleotide microarray has been developed (Biomedlab, Seoul, Korea), which allows for detection of 22 HPV types using an aldehyde-derivatized slide glass. PCR products are generated in the presence of fluorescein-tagged nucleotides and hybridized onto the chip and scanned by laser fluorescence, thus able to detect multiple infections with one hybridization step [55]. Ideally, a larger number of HPV type-specific oligonucleotides could be spotted on the Chip, although this method requires the presence of expensive equipment and may not be suitable for many laboratories. Utility of real-time and quantitative PCR in detection of HPV has also been investigated in a number of studies and can provide tools for ready quantification of various HPV genotypes in specimens [22].

A test for identification of mRNA encoding HPV oncogenes (PreTect HPV-Proofer, Norchip, Norway) intended for diagnostic purposes has been described [30]. E6/E7 mRNA will be present when the virus is actively transcribing and producing oncogene proteins, thus the test is designed to detect RNAs from the E6 and E7 region of the viral genome. Larger scale, population based studies are necessary to evaluate the predictive values of this HPV test.

Finally, a protocol for the amplification of papillomavirus oncogene transcripts (APOT) from cervical specimens has been proposed that allows the distinction of episomal from integrated HPV mRNAs [26]. In most cervical carcinomas, human papillomavirus (HPV) genomes are integrated into host cell chromosomes, such that transcribed mRNAs encompass viral and cellular sequences. In contrast, in early preneoplastic lesions, HPV genomes persist as episomes, and derived transcripts contain exclusively viral sequences. Thus, detection of integrated-derived HPV transcripts in cervical swabs or biopsy specimens by the APOT assay points to advanced dysplasia or invasive cervical cancer. However, because the assay is based on RT-PCR protocols, sequencing steps, and is type specific it has not been adapted readily to use in the routine diagnostic testing.

With a variety of assays for HPV DNA detection, and new and improved methodologies under way, there is increasing demand to standardize the measurement tools to assess the performance of molecular tests and methodologies, for both regulatory and clinical management purposes.

2.2. Standards for HPV DNA reagents

The goal of accurate detection of infectious agents is to provide consistent and meaningful results in the research and clinical setting to help target and focus resources in disease prevention and control. An intrinsic part of using such technology should be the use of well-characterized standards. To assess the quality of molecular detection methods, international standard reagents are already widely used for several other viruses including hepatitis A, B, and C and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [21,49,51]. Ideally standard reagents should mimic properties of biological samples under measurement and, allow evaluation of the full
laboratory sample processing procedures. It would be desirable that HPV DNA standards should contain full HPV genomes to allow identification of any genomic region to be targeted in detection assays, and should be presented in a human genomic background.

Historically, international standards in the form of nucleic acids have been isolated from pools of biological material infected with the virus of interest [71]. As HPV is not a plasma derived virus, there is no such abundant source of biological material to generate HPV DNA standard reagents. Epithelial cells derived from cervical scrapes or small genital biopsy specimens, obtained for diagnosis, provide only low numbers of HPV genomes and often harbor multiple HPV types.

Therefore recombinant plasmids representing double-stranded full genomic, cloned DNA sequences of HPV types were proposed as standards for HPV detection [69]. Such material is renewable and hence readily available. An international collaborative study demonstrated the feasibility of this approach using a variety of HPV DNA detection assays, and the results of this study support the concept that recombinant HPV DNA constructs can be used to develop international standard reagents [47]. The international collaborative study group recommended that the priority for international standard reagents be for HR types HPV 16 and 18 as related to around 70% cancer cases, and then expand to the next most prevalent HR HPV types: HPV types 31, 33, 35, 45, 52, and 58 [6]. For HPV DNA, it is desirable to develop monovalent or individual HPV type standards, allowing unequivocal calibration of individual HPV DNA material and assessment of potential interference when multiple HPV types are present [60].

PCR primers directed at the E6 or E7 regions, encoding oncogenic proteins, have been described as preferable, whereas those targeting the L1 or E1 region may miss advanced disease, because the L1/E1 regions are often lost during integration of viral DNA into host genomic DNA [28]. The plasmid materials proposed by WHO to be developed as international standard reagents contain the full genome sequence of HPV virus types and could be useful in tests targeting both late and early viral genes.

Although such standards are not widely available yet, preliminary studies are being performed to verify material stability and reliability, including titration of the plasmid, as well as stability of the plasmid during a freeze-dry process. In addition, it may be best to designate international standard reagents using arbitrary international units, and the HPV DNA international standard unit remains to be established. Future studies need to determine if HPV DNA candidate standards can also assess the full spectrum of sample processing schemes that would mimic diagnostic sample preparation including DNA extraction, precipitation, or centrifugation procedures.

2.3. Applications of HPV DNA detection assays

The applications of HPV DNA standard reagents will vary depending on the setting in which they are used. Detection assays for HPV DNA with high analytical sensitivity have been crucial in demonstrating the aetiological role of oncogenic HPV presence in cervical cancer [37]. Similary, in prevalence surveys for HPV related cancer cases, as well as among general population, the analytical sensitivity of genotyping assays must be set for accurate discrimination of differences in the distribution of viral types in various geographical areas [5]. Methods with high analytical sensitivity are crucial in order to accurately evaluate that vaccine candidates are preventing the viral infections, and related diseases. In clinical trials of prophylactic or therapeutic vaccines for example, molecular detection methods based on PCR are proven useful in monitoring the efficacy of prophylactic vaccination [14,33,61]. Moreover, it is expected that upon vaccination, a reduction in the prevalence of the types included in vaccine preparations should be measurable in vaccinated cohorts. Sensitive type specific assays are therefore key in the evaluation of vaccination impact on prevalence of vaccine related genotypes, or potential genotype replacement in post-vaccination periods.

In contrast, the use of HPV testing as a tool for cervical cancer screening programmes, needs to be thoroughly considered in a context of diagnostic algorithms, and may have to take into account the cost-effectiveness and the long-term benefits of such programmes. Detection of oncogenic HPV DNA is considered a predictor of underlying high grade dysplasia of the uterine cervix, at risk for potential invasive disease, but may depend on other factors such as age, viral load [74], other concomitant genital infections [58], high parity and environmental factors [3,7]. Therefore, algorithms of care including HPV testing are being developed and have been endorsed by various expert groups (IARC, ACOG, NHMRC) for use in different combinations and situations adapted locally. These applications include the option of HPV DNA testing with or without Pap, triage of ASCUS/border line lesions, and/or of treatment for cervical dysplasia as reliable predictor for residual disease [8,72]. With the appreci-
ation of the role of HPVs in cervical cancer, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists recently published a new guideline for cytology screening of cervical samples that incorporates the use of HPV detection in women ≥ 30 years of age as an important adjunct [73].

Most of the published studies to date have been conducted utilizing HC2, with studies based on PCR detection of HPV DNA only just coming to light. In the recently published ALTS study when HPV genotyping was evaluated, authors concluded that ASCUS and LSIL patients who have a positive HPV16 result by genotyping are at significantly greater risk for detection of high-grade abnormalities during a 2-year follow-up period when compared to those who test positive for another oncogenic type of HPV or who are HPV-negative [4]. Furthermore, HPV DNA testing, in particular PCR, can be performed on self-collected samples; these have similar sensitivity to clinician-collected samples [72]. Finally, application of HPV DNA testing may be useful as a rapid intermediate end point for monitoring the efficacy of surgical treatment of CIN usually results in clearance of HPV infection [10].

Despite their high clinical sensitivity for high grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasias, the clinical specificity of HPV DNA tests that have been applied in longitudinal studies is not ideal: It has been hypothesized that some HPV DNA detection methods, with very high analytical sensitivity, will show a higher positivity rate in women that will not be at risk for developing disease and may increase the number of referrals. Hence the clinical management of genital HPV related diseases has suggested that less sensitive HPV assays may be appropriate [59]. Conversely, an HPV test with too low analytical specificity will miss individuals positive for the viral DNA, thus at risk. A balance must be found, and viral load thresholds must be defined for HPV tests to be used in screening programs, triage of abnormal cytology, or for post-treatment monitoring. In practical terms, a definitive diagnosis should rely on the combined results of several tests, including histopathology if possible.

3. HPV antibodies detection methods, standards and applications

Multiple serological assays for HPV antibodies have been developed such as enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay [ELISA], including sandwich ELISA and radio immuno assays (RIA), competitive ELISA, neutralization and pseudovirion based in vitro neutralization methods.

Practically, HPV infections will result in detectable antibodies in only 50–60% of sera from individuals with HPV DNA infection [2]. Up to half of women with cervical cancer have at diagnosis sera antibodies to the HPV oncoproteins E6 and E7, which are rarely found among healthy women; however these are not validated markers of occult cervical cancer [29]. Anti-HPV antibodies are not only detected in serum but also in other body fluids, such as oral and vaginal lavage [38, 39]. They may be considered in some circumstances markers of disease, as for instance IgA antibodies to HPV in oral fluid were also reported to correlate with cervical disease [34]. However the diagnostic value of detection of HPV specific antibodies in body fluids other than serum, to determine HPV immune responses, remains to be established.

3.1. Methods of HPV antibody detection: HPV ELISA assays and neutralization assays

Antibody detection methods are mostly directed to antibodies produced against the major capsid protein L1, often released upon productive viral infections. The antibody based methodology has so far shown insufficient sensitivity, complicated by determination of an appropriate cut-off, resulting in low specificity. HPV VLP-based ELISA assays to L1 are type-restricted measures of present or past genital HPV infections. The biological relevance of immune responses should correlate to neutralizing antibodies. These can be assessed in sera of subjects either by some type specific ELISA or biological assay systems able to recognize neutralizing epitopes of HPV.

HPV capsids are composed of two proteins, the major capsid protein L1 and the minor capsid protein L2 [50]. L1 protein when expressed in eukaryotic cells, has the capacity to spontaneously form the three dimensional structure necessary to aggregate as pentameric structures, also called capsomers [40], and finally to self assemble into VLPs that are similar to authentic virions, and can induce high titeres of antibodies that neutralize papillomavirus infection in vitro [24]. Both capsomers and capsids have been used as antigenic components for vaccination, as well as substrates for immunoassays (Fig. 2).

Most assays depend on the conformation of the antigen used as substrate for antibody detection. Some assays rely on VLPs, and these prove to be necessarily of high purity and quality, and are consequently expensive
that only a subset of neutralizing antibodies prevents disadvantage of the hemaglutination inhibition assay is the presence of an inhibiting L1-specific antibody. The red blood cells that could be reduced or abolished in based on the observation that VLPs crosslink mouse A surrogate assay relies on hemaglutination inhibition, insensitive, cumbersome and/or time-consuming [48].

Evaluating the efficacy of prophylactic HPV vaccines. This high-throughput assay has proven useful for performing epidemiology studies and risk for HPV infection. The new version is based on panels from individuals known to be at low and high assay was validated then using several distinct serum throughput, reproducibility, and operator safety. The assay was automated by use of a TECAN Genesis Workstation, thus improving assay scale up, as pseudovirus stocks are not a limiting step.

Neutralization assay was developed [46]. Neutralization is monitored by measuring the activity of secreted alkaline phosphatase (SEAP), which is expressed from a SEAP gene that is included in the pseudovirus as a reporter gene. The approach is easy to scale up, as pseudovirus stocks are not a limiting step. The SEAP neutralization and VLP-ELISA assays have comparable sensitivity for detecting capsid antibodies generated after natural HPV infections and chemiluminescent detection improves the dynamic range of the assay sensitivity. The SEAP assay appears more specific in detecting type-restricted antibody responses to VLP vaccination, and available data suggest good inter-laboratory reproducibility. The limitations of SEAP neutralization assay are that there may be non-specific inhibition at low sera-dilutions, it requires cell culture, and chemiluminescent reagents are expensive.

3.2. Standards for HPV antibody detection

Following natural infections with HPV, antibodies responses are usually of relatively low titers. In contrast, following vaccination with prophylactic viral like particles (VLPs), circulating neutralizing antibodies appear to be the basis for protection against vaccine related HPV infectious and disease. Hence, type-specific antibody detection will play a key role in determining efficacy, quality, potency and duration of immune responses to HPV vaccination and eventually correlates of protection.

Standard reagents based on antibodies are intended for use in the estimation of potency of an appropriate test sample, by direct comparison in suitable biological test systems, and are usually established in the context of international collaborative studies. In order to develop standards for HPV antibody detection, the World Health Organization has coordinated an international collaborative study among laboratories implicated either in clinical studies or vaccine development [11]. Briefly, the study was aimed to assess the specificity and sensitivity of assays currently in use for measuring antibodies to the major viral capsid protein L1 to HPV, and to determine whether the use a standard reagent and the expression of titers in identical arbitrary units would improve reproducibility of results in various laboratories. Further, we assessed whether the expression of the titers in identical arbitrary units would improve
comparability of results between laboratories. Samples studied included sera from individuals naturally infected with HPV 6/11, 16 and 18, a negative serum from a virgin woman, and sera from recipients of HPV vaccine candidates under clinical development, in a total of 12 samples.

The study showed that the range of titers for HPV 16 antibodies in assays expressed by the participating laboratories varied up to 25 fold for one sample. However, when the expression of HPV 16 antibody concentration in each sample was calculated relative to a single arbitrary serum sample assigned the unitage of “1” (one), the comparability of measurements was improved between laboratories, reducing the variability range to 2 to 3 fold. Therefore, the results of the collaborative study suggest that establishment of International Standard reagents for antibodies to HPV would facilitate the comparison of HPV antibody measurements between assays and laboratories worldwide.

Up to half of women with cervical cancer have been reported to show at diagnosis, sera antibodies to the HPV oncoproteins E6 and E7, which are rarely found among healthy women [57]. However, standard reagents for measuring antibody responses to other HPV proteins such as L2, E6 or E7, have not been assessed by an international collaborative study so far. In addition, operating procedures and quality control of the assays have not been fully resolved and standardized [11].

3.3. Applications of HPV antibody standard reagents

HPV standard reagents for serology will be crucial for improving the sensitivity of antibody assays, the consistency of results worldwide, as well as improving inter-laboratory and inter-assays variability, as suggested in comparative studies [11] and thus have a number of applications, as their use would improve assays performance, allow valid comparison of results, among laboratories, and facilitate monitoring of vaccine effectiveness.

There is currently no single “gold standard” for measuring the HPV serological responses, and different assays may be preferable depending on the questions being asked. The presence of anti-HPV antibodies in sera of individuals is mostly a marker for previous infections, not necessarily correlating to present infection or disease, as serological evidence for the association between HPV 16 infection and carcinomas is weak. In addition, HPV seropositivity may result from previous viral infections that have been efficiently cleared or may be present as asymptomatic infections that deserve no clinical management. Consequently, serological assays have not proven their clinical diagnostic value thus far.

Nevertheless, HPV serology has proven valuable in epidemiological studies based on seropositivity for HPV, in understanding the natural history of infections and cancer. Importantly, antibody based immune responses to HPV using various methods has contributed notably to understanding the protection conferred by neutralizing antibodies and allowed important advancements in the area of prophylactic vaccine development, as well as their evaluation by ELISA [15].

In the context of vaccination, serological assays are used to screen volunteers for vaccine trials as to previous exposure to HPV, and evaluating seroconversion in vaccinees. Moreover, the use of international standard reagents in the quality assurance of future recombinant VLP-based HPV vaccines, may be valuable in potency assays used for lot release, if immunogenicity assays are used for this purpose. In post vaccination studies monitoring vaccination performance (immunogenicity) and vaccination coverage, and surveillance of correlates of protection in vaccinated cohorts, are potential areas for using antibody based measurements in the near future.

In conclusion, for assessment of cumulative exposure to genital HPV infection prior to vaccination, the preferred assay to use may be the VLP ELISA, since it is the best validated assay, easier and less expensive to conduct than the pseudovirus assay. However, the availability of high quality VLPs may be a limiting factor. The SEAP assay measures all classes of antibodies relevant to protection, is type-restricted in measuring VLP-induced antibodies, is relatively simple and high throughput, and therefore could be used to monitor vaccine performance in central laboratories or locally after shipment/storage of sera. It might be particularly useful in the attempt to study immune correlates of protection.

4. Detection of HPV derived proteins

The viral proteins E6 and E7, which are selectively expressed in HPV-associated cancers, display potent transforming and tumourigenic activities in tissue culture and transgenic mouse models, respectively. Of particular importance is their ability to promote genetic instability through induction of cellular proliferation, disruption of cell-cycle checkpoints, inhibition of
apoptosis and induction of telomerase. For oncogenesis to occur, host immune surveillance, intracellular specific cell signalling cascade regulation, and paracrine regulation of viral gene activity must be breached [17]. Based on this concept, additional biomarkers have been proposed that may be useful in identifying precancerous lesions at risk for malignant progression, instead of regression. Such markers identified recently are, for example, the human cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, p16INK4a, the retinoblastoma protein (Rb), the p53 protein, the KI-67 [23], the minichromosome maintenance protein (MCM), and cyclins, which are not usually expressed above the basal layers in normal epithelium [35]. Potential proliferation- and differentiation-related markers of progression are under investigation that may distinguish non-neoplastic lesions from different neoplastic grades, and could predict the risk of progression to cancer. These findings may have significant influence on novel strategies in cervical cancer diagnosis and screening in the near future. Indeed the continuous and deregulated expression of early HPV viral oncoproteins E6 and E7 have been studied at the nucleic acid level to ascertain cervical infections, and their detection at protein level has been proposed as diagnostic marker [25].

4.1. Methods of HPV-derived protein detection

HPV oncoproteins have been mostly detected by immunostaining of cytological or histological preparations, using monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies targeting molecules expressed during the mechanism of cellular transformation and malignancy. Immune responses associated to progressing lesions are preferentially specific early HPV proteins. Biochemical methods detecting oncogenic proteins, such as the early HPV proteins E6 and E7 are used in early stages of development as rapid assays for diagnostic purposes.

One E6 detection assay is based on a lateral flow platform, and on the observation that E6 proteins of oncogenic HPVs bind to PDZ proteins [25]. Noteworthy, it has been reported that E6 and E7 proteins of high risk types, such as 16 and 18, can bind specifically to human cellular proteins containing a PDZ domain-protein in vitro, also known as repeat sequences in the Drosophila discs large protein, the post synaptic density protein PSD.95/SAP 90, and the epithelial tight junction protein ZO-1, hence PDZ. The binding is strong for E6 proteins from oncogenic types as opposed to non-oncogenic types. Thus, it was hypothesized that the interactions between E6 or E7 and PDZ domain proteins could be used as an assay to detect oncogenic E6 expressing cervical lesions, at risk to progression to cancer.

Overexpression of p16INK4a, induced by the viral oncoprotein E7, distinguishes dysplastic lesions from benign changes, and is also being studied and validated as a method to detect advanced lesions [62]. Similarly, PCR primers directed at the E6 or E7 regions, were suggested to be preferable, whereas those targeting the L1 or E1 region can be unreliable and may miss more advanced disease, because the L1/E1 regions are lost during integration of viral DNA into host genomic DNA.

4.2. Standard reagents for HPV oncogenic proteins and applications

Standard reagents for use in assays directly detecting cellular oncogenic proteins, virus derived or cell derived, would require the development of specific protein or corresponding antibody standard reagents. The need for such development will depend on the validation and of such tests in clinical settings, and remains to be defined.

5. Conclusion

Technology advancements based on detection of viral nucleic acid (sequences), antibodies and cellular biomarkers of disease progression have contributed to changing the landscape of cancer causing infections. Consequently, there is a need to develop quality assurance system for novel HPV products used in a variety of settings for cancer prevention programmes, for disease surveillance, for product improvements, or clinical diagnosis. International standard reagents for HPV would be able to contribute to assure that laboratory services used in evaluation of HPV diseases and preventive interventions are accurate worldwide.

International standard reagents provide a helpful tool for quality assurance of in vitro HPV amplification, detection, genotyping, diagnosis. On one hand, this strategy allows laboratories to measure their results in relation to other groups and improve their performance in HPV detection. High analytical specificity and sensitivity of methods are crucial for both epidemiological surveys and vaccine evaluation, as well as for future monitoring of vaccines performance upon deployment in populations. On the other hand, the usefulness of HPV detection in a diagnostic context should be based
on its clinical sensitivity and specificity in identifying early disease. The availability of international standards may also allow to compare the various assays, assuring that they have the required sensitivity, so that a negative result assures the safety of a product worldwide.

Once international standard reagents are established, national and local/ or working standards can be derived and calibrated against international units for routine use in the laboratory. It may also be necessary to establish reference panels to aid in the evaluation of diagnostic tests and laboratory proficiency. Indeed, a reference panel of 10 individual genotypes of HIV-1 has been previously established, to help assess the specificity of nucleic acid amplification technology-based assays for HIV-1.2

National health authorities need to be prepared to review clinical data, decide on products registration, and control for quality, safety and efficacy of HPV diagnostics, vaccines and therapeutics, for the users within various countries. The national control laboratories need to be prepared to manage the issues related to evaluation of HPV diseases and diagnostic tools, as well as novel HPV vaccines that may arise in the near future. In any event, following approval of any product for general use, quality assurance of HPV antibody measurement kits is important, and national control laboratories should have access to validated reagents to test for quality and eventually for vaccine potency tests, if needed.

Provision of international standard reagents for global use would facilitate the assessment of product and improve the confidence of regulatory authorities on data provided for review. In the mean time, international standard reagents will be useful in determining analytical sensitivity of various methods, in assessing the laboratory performance and in calibrating diagnostic test kits. It is recognized that some international standards may be used for qualitative rather than quantitative purposes.
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